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ALU 5200
ALU axxent PLUS
ALU 2200
ALU-DK/TBT200
ALU 300-D
ALU RB/SF

= lubrication points 

= adjustable eccentric locking
cams

= safety-related area

It is imperative that the information below is adhered to: 

- Fundamental safety information: see document no. H45.5200LS001EN 
- All maintenance and adjustment work must be carried out by a specialist window fabricator. 
 
- Use only acid-free and resin-free grease or oil. 
- Grease the joints of the bottom hinge pins (exception: ALU axxent PLUS); do not oil them! 

= observe information!

Explanation of symbols: 
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= standard adjustment point

= adjustment point dependent on
FB/FH

The directives of the Trade Organisation for Locks and Fittings (Gütegemeinschaft Schlösser und Beschläge e. V.) provide 
comprehensive information on the correct operation and maintenance of hardware for windows and French doors.  
We deem these directives to be binding.

You can find the latest versions in a range of languages, at: http://www.beschlagindustrie.de/ggsb/richtlinien.asp
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Your windows/French doors are equipped with high-quality SIEGENIA hardware. To ensure that the ease of movement and proper 
functioning is retained for as long as possible, we recommend that the following maintenance and inspection work is carried out at reg-
ular intervals (at least once a year, twice a year in schools and hotels).

Inspection, maintenance and adjustment (only by window production specialists!) 

•Check that all safety-relevant hardware components ( ) are secure and check for wear.

•Check that the hinge pins are pushed in all the way to the stop. If this is not the case, push them upwards all the way to the stop by 
hand and secure them with the corresponding safety screws (according to the hardware)!

•Check for loose fixing screws and check that the handle is secure. Tighten loose fixing screws using an  
appropriate tool. Attention: Do not overtighten the screws!

•Replace any worn/defective hardware components or overtightened screws as soon as possible!

•Grease or oil all movable hardware components and all locking points.  
Use only acid-free and resin-free oil or grease.

•Use a grease spray on the movable parts in the window sash and spray into all openings in the hardware.  
Then move the hardware into position several times until the grease is distributed.

•Wipe off any excess oil or grease.

Grease the striker plates in the window frame using a firm grease (consistency class 2 according to DIN 51818)  
in those places where the locking cam engages with the striker plate.  
Our maintenance grease is ideal for this. You can order it from SIEGENIA under the material number ZXSX0120-093010. 
 
Maintenance, cleaning and surface protection  

•When treating surfaces (e.g. painting or glazing your windows/French doors), remove all hardware components and protect them 
from any stains which may result from this treatment.

•Remove any stains or spills immediately because they could impair functioning and damage the surface protection of the hardware.

•Use only mild, pH-neutral, diluted cleaning agents.

•Never use sharp objects, abrasives or aggressive cleaning agents (such as vinegar or acidic cleaning agents) as they could damage 
the corrosion protection of the hardware.

•When cleaning, ensure that no water runs into the hardware.

•Dry the hardware thoroughly after cleaning and oil the surface with a non-acidic and non-resinous oil by wiping it with an oil-impreg-
nated cloth. 

Certain climatic conditions cause “condensation” of glass, frames and other window components. Regulation and abundant ventilation 
will prevent the occurrence of condensation water. Open all windows for approx. 5 minutes 3 – 4 times a day after using the rooms.
 
Further information on maintenance and inspection can be found in the “Directives of the Trade Organisation for Locks and Fittings 
(Gütegemeinschaft Schlösser und Beschläge e. V.)” (http://www.beschlagindustrie.de/ggsb/richtlinien.asp) 
 
Attention, risk of injury in the case of window element functional disorder!
•If the window element does not function properly, it may not be used. Secure the window and have it repaired by a qualified technician 

as soon as possible. 

These maintenance instructions also apply to hardware and window types, which are not specifically de-
scribed here.

Maintenance and 
adjustment instructions 

Important information
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±1 mm pressure setting with MV locking cam on sash: 
 
- For adjustment purposes, loosen eccentric rivet using hexagon screwdriver 1

- Perform pressure setting for locking cam using SW 11 mm ring spanner 2

- Once the adjustment has been made, tighten the eccentric rivet again. This secures the locking cam again 3 

1
2 3

Size ranges: 
 
- ALU 5200-DK/TBT 
 
- ALU 2200-DK/TBT 
 
- ALU axxent PLUS 
 
- ALU-DK/TBT200 
 
- ALU RB/SF

 Maintenance and 
adjustment instructions

Pressure setting for larger window sashes
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Maintenance and 
adjustment instructions

ALU 5200 Maintenance instructions

Note:  
- Grease/oil all strikers, eccentric locking cams, mishandling devices and routed-in drive gears!
- For further information, please refer to the H48.5200LS...en assembly instructions. 
- Please observe the notes and explanations on page 1. 

Grease the joints of the bottom hinge pins, do not oil them! 

TBT

KPW

 DK
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With MV: 
see the pressure setting  
information on page 3!

Note:  
- For further information, please refer to the H48.5200LS...en assembly instructions. 
- Please observe the notes and explanations on page 1.

1) Side adjustment using ALU 5200 standard adjusting piece. 
2) For pressure setting purposes, remove the standard adjusting piece and,use the  
“AV adjusting piece” (brass), mat. no. MXBS0100-000010  
(with integrated side adjustment) if required.

 Maintenance and 
adjustment instructions

ALU 5200 Adjustment options
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Maintenance and 
adjustment instructions

ALU axxent PLUS-DK/TBT Maintenance instructions

Note:  
- Grease/oil all strikers, eccentric locking cams, mishandling devices and routed-in drive gears!
- For further information, please refer to the H48.axntLS...en assembly instructions. 
- Please observe the notes and explanations on page 1.

TBT

KPW

 DK
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 Maintenance and 
adjustment instructions

ALU axxent PLUS-DK/TBT Adjustment options

Note:  
- For further information, please refer to the H48.axntLS...en assembly instructions. 
- Please observe the notes and explanations on page 1. 

 
Turn the adjusting screws only in the direction specified!
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+
-
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2,5

+
-

+

-

+ 1,2 mm - 1,2 mm

+ 1,5 mm
4

2,5

- 1 mm

+/- 1 mm

1)2) +/- 0,5 mm

 +

 - 

With MV: 
see the pressure setting 
information on page 3!

1) Standard adjusting piece (black) 

2) For pressure setting purposes, remove the standard adjusting piece from the sash hinge and use the “AV adjusting 

piece” (grey) Mat-no.: MBDR0030-097010. Lubricate bevore replacing!. 
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 Maintenance and 
adjustment instructions

ALU axxent PLUS-D Maintenance instructions

Note:  
- The illustrations show ALU axxent PLUS-D. Follow the same procedure for ALU axxent-K/K-ZV.
- Grease/oil all strikers, eccentric locking cams, mishandling devices and routed-in drive gears!
- For further information, please refer to the H48.axntLS...en assembly instructions. 
- Please observe the notes and explanations on page 1.
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Note:  
- For further information, please refer to the H48.axntLS...en assembly instructions. 
- Please observe the notes and explanations on page 1. 

Turn the adjusting screws only in the direction specified!

 Maintenance and 
adjustment instructions

ALU axxent PLUS-D Adjustment options
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1) Standard adjusting piece (black) 

2) For pressure setting purposes, remove the standard adjusting piece from the sash 

hinge and use the “AV adjusting piece” (grey) Mat-no.: MBDR0030-097010.  

Lubricate bevore replacing!. 
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Maintenance and 
adjustment instructions

ALU axxent PLUS-K, K-ZV Adjustment options
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Note:  
- For further information, please refer to the H48.axntLS...en assembly instructions. 
- Please observe the notes and explanations on page 1. 

Turn the adjusting screws only in the direction specified!
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 Maintenance and 
adjustment instructions

ALU 2200 Maintenance instructions

Note:  
- Grease/oil all strikers, eccentric locking cams, mishandling devices and routed-in drive gears!
- For further information, please refer to the H48.2200LS...en assembly instructions. 
- Please observe the notes and explanations on page 1. 

           Grease the joints of the bottom hinge pins, do not oil them! 
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+
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4

1.
2.

2.

3.
+ 2,0 mm

3 Nm

- 1,0 mm

With MV:  
see the pressure setting 
information on page 3!

To perform side adjustment on the right-hand side, 
remove the standard pressure piece and use the right-
hand pressure piece (R), material no. MBDR0021-
10010. 
 
To perform side adjustment on the left-hand side, remove 
the standard pressure piece and use the left-hand 
pressure piece (L), material no. MBDR0022-10010.

Note:  
- For further information, please refer to the H48.2200LS...en assembly instructions. 
- Please observe the notes and explanations on page 1.

 Maintenance and 
adjustment instructions

ALU 2200 Adjustment options

Observe the installation steps  
1. - 2. - 3. when performing elevating 
adjustment using clamping piece E. 
Note: Loosen the countersunk screws on the 
corner hinge with a half turn.  
Do not unscrew the countersunk screw.
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Note:  
- Grease/oil all strikers, eccentric locking cams, mishandling devices and routed-in drive gears!
- For further information, please refer to the H48.200LS...en assembly instructions. 
- Please observe the notes and explanations on page 1. 

Grease the joints of the bottom hinge pins, do not oil them! 

 Maintenance and 
adjustment instructions

ALU-DK/TBT200 Maintenance instructions
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 Maintenance and adjustment 
instructions

ALU-DK/TBT200 Adjustment options
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- 1,0 mm

+

-

+ 2,0 mm

- 1,0 mm
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+ 1,5 mm                 - 1,5 mm

+ 3,0 mm - 6,0 mm
+
-

4

4

With MV:  
see the pressure setting  
information on page 3!

If FH > 2200 mm, see the 
pressure setting information 
on page 3!

If FH > 2200 mm, see the pres-
sure setting information on 
page 3!

With MV: see the pressure  
setting information on page 3!

Note:  
- For further information, please refer to the H48.200LS...en assembly instructions. 
- Please observe the notes and explanations on page 1.
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 Maintenance and 
adjustment instructions

ALU-D300 Maintenance instructions

Note:  
- Grease/oil all strikers, eccentric locking cams, mishandling devices and routed-in drive gears!
- For further information, please refer to the H48.300LS...en assembly instructions. 
- Please observe the notes and explanations on page 1. 

Grease the joints of the bottom hinge pins, do not oil them! 
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 Maintenance and adjustment 
instructions

ALU-D300 Adjustment options

+ 1,0 mm

- 1,0 mm

+
-

+

-
-+

+ 2,5 mm

- 2,5 mm

Note:  
- For further information, please refer to the H48.300LS...en assembly instructions. 
- Please observe the notes and explanations on page 1.

For pressure setting purposes,  
remove the standard  
adjusting piece and use the  
“AV pressure piece” (grey), 
mat. no. 855 133, if required.

For side adjustment purposes,  
remove the standard adjusting 
piece and use the  
“SV pressure piece” (white),  
mat. no. 818 138, if required.
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 Maintenance and 
adjustment instructions

ALU-RB/ALU-SF Maintenance instructions

Note:  
- Grease/oil all strikers, eccentric locking cams, mishandling devices and routed-in drive gears!
- For further information, please refer to the H48.RBLS...en and H48.SFLS...en assembly instructions. 
- Please observe the notes and explanations on page 1. 

Grease the joints of the bottom hinge pins, do not oil them! 
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 Maintenance and 
adjustment instructions

ALU-RB/ALU-SF Adjustment options
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+
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Note:  
- The illustrations show ALU-RB. Follow the same procedure for ALU-SF.
- For further information, please refer to the H48.RBLS...en and H48.SFLS...en assembly instructions. 
- Please observe the notes and explanations on page 1.

For pressure setting purposes,  
remove the standard pressure 
piece and use the  
“AV pressure piece” (grey), 
mat. no. 855 133, if required.

For side adjustment purposes,  
remove the standard pressure 
piece and use the 
“SV pressure piece” (white),  
mat. no. 818 138, if required.

Fixing only!

RB: FB > 900 / FH > 1400 mm 
SF: FB > 900 / FH BS > 1200 mm 
(see the pressure setting information 
on page 3).

SF only:  
Adjustment point is different  
for FB > 900; see the pressure set-
ting information on page 3.

Perform all adjustments in the same way for ALU SF!

Fixing only!


